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B) 1- Find the synonyms
fantastic = …………………….
2- Find the opposites
young ≠ ……………………….
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A) Read the text and answer the questions
1- Who was Louis Pasteur?
2-the text is : web article
a press article
3- When was he born?
4- Did they build the institute in Paris?
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Text:
Louis Pasteur was a French scientist. He was born in 1822. He began his
career as a chemist, but turned to biology and medicine. He discovered the antirabies vaccine against mad dog. In 1885, Pasteur tried the first vaccine on nineyears old boy successfully. After this wonderful discovery, the healed people
gave and sent money. They built The Pasteur Institute in Paris. Pasteur died in
1895.
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C) Are these sentences True or False? Correct the wrong ones
1- Louis Pasteur invented a vaccine against mad dog.
2- He died at the age of 73.
Section Two: Mastery of Language
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A) Give the correct form of the verbs
Long time ago, Charles Dickens ( write ) ………………………….. the novel "
Oliver Twist ". He ( describe ) ………………….. a life of a poor boy who (live )
………………… in London. That book ( be ) ……………………. a great
success.
B- fill in the gaps using : made of - made in:
1 - "BMW" cars are .............. Germany.
2 - Her ring is .............. gold .
C - I classify these words in the right box.
of, photo , love, rough
/f/
/v/
D- Complete with the right relative pronoun : who which
1- the man……….is there is my uncle
2-The place ………..people study is the school.
3-the pupil……….revise always succeed .
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In few lines write a short biography about Dr "Abderrahim Bourouis "
using the information below :
-Full name : Abderrahim Bourouis
-Age :29 years old
-Place of birth : Tlemcen
Father's job : a mechanic
Mother's job : a housewife
-Inventions: smart shirt for patients suffering from Alzheimer
Rewards : the first price of the "Arab Youth creativity Award" in 2013.
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Part two : situation of integration)
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